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a b s t r a c t
Isochronal synchronisation between the elements of an array of three mutually coupled directly modulated semiconductor lasers is utilized for the purpose of simultaneous bidirectional secure communication. Chaotic synchronisation is achieved by adding the coupling signal to the self feedback signal
provided to each element of the array. A symmetric coupling is effective in inducing synchronisation
between the elements of the array. This coupling scheme provides a direct link between every pair of elements thus making the method suitable for simultaneous bidirectional communication between them.
Both analog and digital messages are successfully encrypted and decrypted simultaneously by each element of the array.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Chaotic synchronisation has emerged as an important topic of
research in diverse ﬁelds like physical [1], chemical [2] and biological systems [3]. Synchronisation of chaotic lasers has attracted
much attention in the recent years for its potential application in
single as well as multi-channel secure communication [4–10]. Recently, secure high speed long distance communication is achieved
using synchronisation of chaotic lasers [11]. Long wavelength directly modulated semiconductor lasers are the most preferred light
source in the ﬁber-optic communication links due to the appropriateness of its output wavelength which falls in the minimum loss
and dispersion window of optical ﬁbers. This has attracted much
attention to the study of its chaotic dynamics and synchronisation [12–16]. Dynamics of semiconductor lasers with direct current
modulation is also widely investigated [17–21]. A positive delayed
optoelectronic feedback combined with strong current modulation suppresses chaotic dynamics and bistability in semiconductor
lasers [22,23]. For InGaAsP lasers used in optical communication
systems, the gain reduction occurring due to nonlinear processes
is very strong and its effect is the suppression of chaotic dynamics
[12]. It is recently reported that a negative delayed optoelectronic
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feedback is eﬃcient in producing chaotic outputs from directly
modulated semiconductor lasers with optimum value of nonlinear
gain suppression factor [16].
Synchronization of two chaotic semiconductor lasers can be
achieved using many different coupling schemes like unidirectional
coupling [24,25], bidirectional coupling [26,27] which can be either
optical or optoelectronic, direct or delayed [28,29]. Even though
bidirectional coupling is effective in synchronizing chaotic oscillators, all the secure communication systems devised until very
recently were mainly based on unidirectional coupling. Message
transmission in both directions is the general approach in commercial communication systems. This naturally demands a bidirectional coupling between the oscillators. Also, channel delay is
one of the most critical factors that affect the performance efﬁciency of secure communication systems using coupled chaotic
systems. These realizations have enhanced the importance of research on synchronisation of bidirectional delay coupled oscillators [30–38].
Most of the methods proposed for the isochronous (zero-lag)
synchronisation of delay coupled systems depend on the introduction of a third relay element coupled bidirectionally to the two
oscillators [30–32], where the relay element can even be different
from the outer systems [30]. As there is no direct link between
the oscillators which are isochronally synchronized, this method
has limited applicability for the purpose of bidirectional secure
communication. Recent studies have shown that using the third
element as a drive element rather than as a relay element [37]
can provide isochronal synchronisation between the oscillators and
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Fig. 1. Schematic of array of three mutually delay coupled directly modulated semiconductor lasers with negative optoelectronic feedback. The laser diodes L 1 , L 2 and L 3 are
driven by bias current I b and a GHz modulation current I m . fbG1 , fbG2 and fbG3 are feedback generators which splits the light outputs P 1 , P 2 , P 3 into required fractions for
self feedback and coupling signals delayed by appropriate times and generates proportional feedback signals Ifb1 , Ifb2 , Ifb3 and coupling signal Ic12 , Ic13 , Ic21 , Ic23 , Ic31 , Ic32
respectively. M 1 , M 2 and M 3 are message signals which are encoded onto the outputs of L 1 , L 2 and L 3 by the chaotic masking scheme.

is effective for bidirectional communication. A method of using
face to face coupling added with self feedback is also effective in
achieving isochronous synchronisation between two chaotic semiconductor lasers [34,35] and has better stability performance when
compared to the scheme without self feedback. A performance
comparison of unidirectional and bidirectional coupling between
chaotic semiconductor lasers with self feedback demonstrating the
high tolerance of bidirectional coupling towards parameter mismatch is reported recently [38].
Here we investigate the possibility of bidirectional secure communication in an array of three mutually delay coupled chaotic
directly modulated semiconductor lasers. Individual array elements
are long wavelength directly modulated semiconductor lasers with
optimum values of nonlinear gain reduction factor and delayed optoelectronic self feedback. The method of adding coupling signal to
the self feedback signal is used for synchronizing the array elements. Analog and digital messages are successfully encoded and
decoded simultaneously at each element. The results show that the
method is effective for simultaneous multi-user secure communication in optical communication networks.
2. Laser array model
Schematic diagram of the array of mutually coupled directly
modulated semiconductor lasers with a delayed negative optoelectronic feedback is shown in Fig. 1. Laser diodes L 1 , L 2 and L 3
are driven with their bias currents which are modulated using a
sinusoidal GHz current and are mutually coupled to each other.
A fraction of the light output from each element is delayed by the
required time, converted into electronic signal and is fed back to
its own input as self feedback signal. Two other fractions are sent
to the other two elements as coupling signals. Thus each element
receives a total of three delayed feedback signals comprising of
the self feedback signal and two coupling signals received from
the other two elements. The total feedback signal of every element
is kept equal to the optimum value required for producing chaotic
outputs [16]. Dynamics of each of the array elements can be represented by rate equations for the photon density ( P ), carrier density
(N), and driving current (I ) as follows
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dt
d P 1,2,3
dt

=
=
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I 1,2,3 (t ) = I b + I m Sin(2π f m t ) − r s × P 1,2,3 (t − τs )


− rc2,3,1 × P 2,3,1 (t − τc )

− rc3,1,2 × P 3,1,2 (t − τc )
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The subscripts 1, 2, 3 represent the array element address, N and P
are the carrier and photon densities, I is the driving current, τe and
τ p are the electron and photon lifetimes, δ = n0 /nth , ε = εNL S 0 are
dimensionless parameters where n0 is the carrier density required
for transparency, nth = (τe I th /eV ) is the threshold carrier density,
εNL is the factor governing the nonlinear gain reduction occurring with an increase in S, S 0 = Γ (τ p /τe )nth , I th is the threshold
current, e is the electron charge, V is the active volume, Γ is
the conﬁnement factor and β is the spontaneous emission factor. I b = b × I th is the bias current where b is the bias strength,
I m = m × I th is the modulation current where m is the modulation
depth and f m is the modulation frequency [12]. The parameters r s
and rc are the self feedback and coupling strengths and τs and τc
are the feedback and coupling delay times. The total strength of
the signal comprising of the self feedback and coupling signals is
kept within the optimum value of delayed feedback for producing
chaotic outputs [16]. The delay times of coupling and self feedback
signals are also ﬁxed at their optimum values. The above equations
are numerically simulated using fourth order Runge–Kutta method
with parameter values as given in Table 1. For investigating the
message encoding/decoding characteristics of the scheme shown
in Fig. 1, three message signals M 1 , M 2 and M 3 are encoded onto
the outputs P 1 , P 2 and P 3 of lasers L 1 , L 2 and L 3 respectively.
These messages are received and decoded simultaneously at the
other two lasers.
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Table 1
Parameter values used for numerical simulation.
Parameter

Value

τe
τp
ε

3 ns
6 ps
0.05
692 × 10−3
5 × 10−5
0.8 GHz
26 mA
0.55
1.5
0.02
3.78 ns

δ
β
fm
I th
m
b
r

τ

Fig. 2. Variation of correlation coeﬃcient with increase in coupling strength for
three mutually coupled directly modulated semiconductor lasers. (a) ρ12 between
laser pairs L 1 and L 2 ; (b) ρ13 between laser pairs L 1 and L 3 ; (c) ρ23 between laser
pairs L 2 and L 3 .

3. Results and discussion
To investigate the synchronisation properties of the array, the
variation of correlation coeﬃcient between photon densities of
each pair of elements with respect to variation in total coupling received by each element is estimated. When the coupling strength
is zero the lasers are uncoupled and the self feedback provides the
necessary delayed feedback required for producing chaotic outputs.
To introduce coupling between the elements, the self feedback of
each element is reduced by a certain amount and this is provided
equally by the coupling signals received from the two other elements of the array. When the coupling strength becomes equal to
that of the total required feedback strength, the self feedback is
totally cut off so as to maintain the total delayed feedback in the
optimum value limit. Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c) show the variation of instantaneous correlation coeﬃcient between laser pairs L 1 and L 2 ,
L 1 and L 3 , and L 2 and L 3 respectively with respect to variation of
total coupling received by each element. As the coupling strength
increases from zero, the synchronisation quality between the outputs of each pair of elements increases. The correlation coeﬃcient
between every pair reaches 0.9 for a coupling strength as low as
4 × 10−5 which further increases for still higher coupling values.
The results show that isochronal synchronisation of high quality is
achieved between every pair of elements in the array.
Effectiveness of the above scheme for secure communication is
investigated using both analog and digital messages. A symmetric
coupling is applied between the array elements for this purpose.

Fig. 3. Encoding/decoding of analog message M 1 using chaotic modulation: (a) original message of amplitude 1e-4, modulation index of 0.01; (b) total transmitted
signal T 1 ; (c) message M 1 decoded at L 2 ; (d) message M 1 decoded at L 3 .

The total feedback of each element is provided equally by the self
feedback signal and two coupling signals received from the other
two elements. Each of these fractions is kept equal to one third
of the total required feedback. Three different messages are encoded onto the outputs P 1 , P 2 and P 3 of the three lasers L 1 , L 2
and L 3 by the chaotic masking scheme. In this scheme the message
encoding is done by adding the message signals to the chaotic carriers in such a way that the chaos properly masks the information.
Therefore the signals transmitted by each of the three lasers can
be represented as

T 1,2,3 = P 1,2,3 + M 1,2,3

(4)

For ensuring proper masking of the message in the chaos of the
carrier signal, the message amplitudes are restricted to < 12% of
the maximum value of the transmitter output amplitude [15]. For
f
the same reason the modulation index mo = f m , the ratio of modmtr
ulation frequency of the input current of the transmitter to the
frequency of message is restricted to < 1.
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Fig. 4. Encoding/decoding of analog message at M 2 using chaotic modulation:
(a) original message of amplitude 1e-4, modulation index of 0.015; (b) total transmitted signal T 2 ; (c) message M 2 decoded at L 1 ; (d) message M 2 decoded at L 3 .

Analog messages of three different amplitudes 0.0001, 0.0002
and 0.0003 and modulation indices 0.01, 0.015 and 0.02 are added
to each of the outputs P 1 , P 2 and P 3 of lasers L 1 , L 2 and L 3 .
A fraction of this total signal is transmitted to the two other elements of the array and is also fed back to its own input as its
delayed feedback signal. The self feedback delay time and the traveling time of the coupling signal for every element are kept equal.
Thus every element will receive a total feedback signal consisting
of the transmitted signals of all the three elements containing the
corresponding messages in it. Therefore, the total input signal of
each element will be modiﬁed as follows

I 1,2,3 (t ) = I b + I m Sin(2π f m t )



− r s × P 1,2,3 (t − τ ) + M 1,2,3 (t − τ )
 


rc
× P 2,3,1 (t − τ ) + M 2,3,1 (t − τ )
−
2

 

rc
+
× P 3,1,2 (t − τ ) + M 3,1,2 (t − τ )
2

Fig. 5. Encoding/decoding of analog message at M 3 using chaotic modulation:
(a) original message of amplitude 1e-4, modulation index of 0.02; (b) total transmitted signal T 3 ; (c) message M 3 decoded at L 1 ; (d) message M 3 decoded at L 2 .

Here, M with subscripts represents the message received from the
corresponding elements. Once the lasers are isochronally synchronized, the messages are decoded simultaneously at each element
by subtracting the receiver’s delayed output from the signal received from each of the other two elements. The decoded messages
can be represented as follows

M 2 ,3 = T 2,3 (t − τ ) − P 1 (t − τ )

= P 2,3 (t − τ ) + M 2,3 (t − τ ) − P 1 (t − τ )


M 1,3 = T 1,3 (t − τ ) − P 2 (t − τ )

= P 1,3 (t − τ ) + M 1,3 (t − τ ) − P 2 (t − τ )


M 1,2 = T 1,2 (t − τ ) − P 3 (t − τ )

= P 1,2 (t − τ ) + M 1,2 (t − τ ) − P 3 (t − τ )

(5)

(6)

In the above equations, M  with subscripts represents the corresponding decoded messages at the receivers represented by P with
their subscripts. The total signal transmitted by each element is
represented by T with its corresponding subscripts. Thus, messages
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Fig. 6. Encoding/decoding of digital message M 1 using chaotic modulation: (a) original message of random bits of amplitude 2e-4; (b) total transmitted signal T 1 ;
(c) message M 1 decoded at L 2 ; (d) message M 1 decoded at L 3 .

M 2 and M 3 are recovered at L 1 by subtracting P 1 from T 2 and T 3
respectively. Similarly, messages M 1 and M 3 are recovered at L 2
and messages M 1 and M 2 are recovered at L 3 .
Fig. 3(a) shows the original message M 1 and Fig. 3(b) shows
the total signal T 1 comprising of message M 1 and the output P 1
of laser L 1 which is transmitted from L 1 to L 2 and L 3 . Fig. 3(c)
and (d) show this message M 1 decoded at L 2 and L 3 respectively.
Fig. 4(a) shows the original message M 2 and Fig. 4(b) shows the
total signal T 2 . This total signal is transmitted from L 2 to L 1 and
L 3 respectively. Fig. 4(c) and (d) show message M 2 decoded at L 1
and L 3 respectively. Fig. 5(a) shows the original message M 3 and
Fig. 5(b) shows the total signal T 3 . Fig. 5(c) and (d) show message M 3 decoded at L 1 and L 2 respectively. From the ﬁgures it is
clear that the messages are completely masked by the chaotic carrier signals. Each of the two messages decoded at every element
is found to have all the qualitative features of their original counterparts. These results indicate the high quality decoding provided
for all the messages at each of the receiver element.
Similarly digital messages of random bits are encoded onto the
outputs of each of the array element. Fig. 6(a), (b), (c) and (d) show
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Fig. 7. Encoding/decoding of digital message M 2 using chaotic modulation: (a) original message of random bits of amplitude 1e-4; (b) total transmitted signal T 2 ;
(c) message M 2 decoded at L 1 ; (d) message M 2 decoded at L 3 .

the original message M 1 of amplitude 0.0002, the total signal T 1
transmitted from L 1 , and the corresponding decoded messages at
L 2 and L 3 . Fig. 7(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the original message M 2
of amplitude 0.0001, the total signal T 2 transmitted from L 2 and
the corresponding messages decoded at L 1 and L 3 . Fig. 8(a), (b),
(c) and (d) show message M 3 of amplitude 0.0003, total transmitted signal T 3 and M 3 decoded at L 1 and L 2 respectively. It is clear
from Figs. 3–8 that this scheme is highly eﬃcient in simultaneous
decoding of messages. From these ﬁgures, it can also be inferred
that the message signals are properly masked by the chaotic carrier waveforms. The periodicity in the envelop of the transmitted
signals are due to the inherent property of the waveform which is
characteristic of the feedback delay time. The amplitudes and frequencies of the message signals are not evident in the transmitted
signals. The dynamic ranges of oscillations of the analog as well
as digital messages are between 0 and 0.0003 arbitrary units. The
corresponding range of transmitted signal is between 0 and 3 arbitrary units. This conﬁrms that the message signal properties are
not visible in the transmitted signal.
To investigate the eﬃciency of the scheme with respect to
asymmetric coupling, quality of each recovered message is esti-
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Fig. 9. Variation of decoding eﬃciency calculated as correlation between the original message and decoded message with respect to increase in coupling strength
received from each of the two other elements for (a) message M 1 decoded at L 2 ;
(b) message M 1 decoded at L 3 .

Fig. 8. Encoding/decoding of digital message M 3 using chaotic modulation: (a) original message of random bits of amplitude 3e-4; (b) total transmitted signal; (c) message M 3 decoded at L 1 ; (d) message M 3 decoded at L 2 .

mated for the range of coupling strength same as in Fig. 2. Quality
of recovered message is estimated using the correlation coeﬃcient of the recovered message with the original message. Fig. 9(a)
and (b) show the variation of decoding quality of message M 1 at
lasers L 2 and L 3 respectively with respect to increase in coupling
strength received from each of the other two elements. Similarly,
Fig. 10(a) and (b) show the variation of decoding quality of message M 2 at lasers L 1 and L 3 respectively and Fig. 11(a) and (b)
show the variation of decoding quality of message M 3 at lasers
L 1 and L 2 respectively. The decoding quality of each of the three
messages increases with increase in coupling strength and reaches
a maximum at the coupling strength of 0.00665 which is one
third of the total required feedback where the coupling scheme becomes a symmetric one. Even though there are slight differences
in values of maximum decoding eﬃciency of the three messages,
the decoding quality remains above 90% for coupling strength between 0.00635 and 0.007 in all three cases. It is found that good
correlation between the original message and the messages decoded at either of the two receiver elements are maintained for
4.5% of variation in coupling strengths. It can be inferred from the

Fig. 10. Variation of decoding eﬃciency calculated as correlation between the original message and decoded message with respect to increase in coupling strength
received from each of the two other elements for (a) message M 2 decoded at L 1 ;
(b) message M 2 decoded at L 3 .

above results that even though coupling forms other than that of
the symmetric one can provide synchronisation, the decoding efﬁciency drops when the symmetric nature of coupling is changed.
This sensitivity of decoding eﬃciency could be attributed to the
stability of synchronisation as effected by the difference in history
of lasers which prevents isochronal synchrony [34]. However, further detailed investigations are essential for providing a conclusive
explanation of this difference in performance.
To investigate the eﬃciency of this method in encoding/decoding of real signals, three low amplitude audio signals, viz., a church
bell ring M 1 , a toy train horn M 2 and an air horn M 3 are encoded
onto the outputs of the three lasers L 1 , L 2 and L 3 respectively.
The audio signals are recorded at 16 bit resolution and 11 kHz
sampling rate and the wave ﬁles are converted to data ﬁles. These
signals are encoded onto the chaotic carriers by the chaotic masking scheme. The waveforms are scaled down for proper masking
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Fig. 11. Variation of decoding eﬃciency calculated as correlation between the original message and decoded message with respect to increase in coupling strength
received from each of the two other elements for (a) message M 3 decoded at L 1 ;
(b) message M 3 decoded at L 2 .

Fig. 12. (a) Waveforms of original audio signal of church bell which is encoded as
message M 1 onto the chaotic output of the laser L 1 . (b) Waveform of M 1 decoded
at L 2 . (c) Waveform of M 1 decoded at L 3 .

in the natural dynamic range of oscillations of the laser outputs.
Each of the three total signals consisting of the chaotic output and
the message encoded on it are transmitted simultaneously to the
two other lasers. The transmitted signals are received and decoded
at the three receivers. Figs. 12–14 show the original and decoded
waveforms of the above audio signals. Fig. 12(a), (b) and (c) show
the original signal M 1 encoded and transmitted by laser L 1 , M 1
decoded at L 2 and M 1 decoded at L 3 respectively. Figs. 13(a)–(c)
and 14(a)–(c) show the corresponding waveforms of messages M 2
and M 3 respectively. It can be observed from these ﬁgures that
the decoded messages have the same waveforms as their original counterparts. These decoded signals are converted to wave ﬁles
which are played back with full clarity.
The performance of the above scheme for digital signals in
a noisy channel is investigated using bit-error-rate (BER). The
message signals are contaminated by additive Gaussian noise of
strength ‘n’ and the variation of BER versus (energy per bit/noise
spectral density) evaluated as E b / N o = B 2 T b /n2  T s [39,40] is plot-
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Fig. 13. (a) Waveforms of original audio signal of toy train horn which is encoded as
message M 2 onto the chaotic output of the laser L 2 . (b) Waveform of M 2 decoded
at L 1 . (c) Waveform of M 2 decoded at L 3 .

Fig. 14. (a) Waveforms of original audio signal of air horn which is encoded as
message M 3 onto the chaotic output of the laser L 1 . (b) Waveform of M 3 decoded
at L 1 . (c) Waveform of M 3 decoded at L 2 .

ted in Fig. 15(a)–(f). The message signals are sampled at every T s
which is kept same as the time step of evolution of the laser and
are averaged over a bit time T b . Depending on this average, the
bits are evaluated as a ‘zero’ or ‘one’. Fig. 15 shows the results
for bit size of B = 0.0001 and T b / T s = 10. The dynamics of each
element is determined by its self feedback and the coupling received by the other two elements. Thus any attacker who breaks
into the communication channel need to have information regarding each of the signals for exact reconstruction of the decoding
wave. However, further detailed investigations are necessary for
providing information regarding the level of security.
4. Conclusions
The method of adding a delayed coupling together with the delayed self optoelectronic feedback is applied effectively to achieve
isochronal synchronisation between the elements of an array of
three mutually coupled directly modulated semiconductor lasers.
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Fig. 15. Variation of BER with respect to noise density calculated for messages transmitted and decoded simultaneously for (a) message M 1 decoded at L 2 ; (b) message M 1
decoded at L 3 ; (c) message M 2 decoded at L 1 ; (d) message M 2 decoded at L 3 ; (e) message M 3 decoded at L 1 ; (f) message M 3 decoded at L 2 .

The isochronal synchronisation achieved is thereby used for simultaneous multi-user bidirectional secure communication. Using this
method, three messages can be simultaneously transmitted between three mutually coupled directly modulated semiconductor
lasers. Thus a single element can transmit its message to two different receivers and at the same time can receive two messages
from two other elements. This method of sending and receiving
messages encoded on chaotic carriers using an array of three lasers
can be suitably extended to arrays of lasers with more number of
elements. This possibility of simultaneous multi-user secure communication will be a new direction in the ﬁeld of optical cryptographic communication in public channel networks.
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